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Anti-littering
campaign touted
as a success

Bay Path graduate
hired by Kent Hospital
CHARLTON — Marina Daniels, RN
graduated last December with her
Associate of Science in Nursing (ASN)
from Quinsigamond Community
College. She has worked the last few
years as an LPN in LTC, and recently
accepted a position at Kent Hospital
for step down ICU as an RN. Daniels,
originally from Webster, started her
nursing career after graduating from
Bay Path RVTHS Practical Nursing
Academy in 2014. She recently hurdled the NCLEX-RN and passed the
first try!
“When I took the NCLEX-RN in the
morning of March 3rd, I was expecting to wait 48 hours for the results,”
Daniels said. “Can you believe I
received a phone call in the afternoon, a woman from the Department
of Health called to congratulate me!”
According to the woman, “there’s no
reason for making you wait and be
anxious over the next two days.”
Daniels happily shared the wonderful news with her family and then to
Bay Path Practical Nursing Academy.
She is looking forward to sharing
her journey with current practical
nursing students, stating, “I am ready
to give a motivational speech!”
Daniels loves throwing positivity
and contributing to the future nurses.
It is this spirit of nurturing, mentorship, and volunteerism that earned
her the Community Service Award
for Bay Path Practical Nursing
Academy in 2017. Daniels is joyful
to have reached her goal and plans
to continue working to advance her
education.
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CHARLTON – Charlton’s
Help Keep Charlton Litter
Free campaign was a huge success according to Recycling
Committee Chair Deborah
Marquis who revealed that
the campaign launched in
late 2020 through a partnership with Keep Massachusetts
Beautiful to help inspire a
year-round effort by citizens
to keep the local community
clean especially in the shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic
that forced community-wide
events like Earth Day to halt.
According to Marquis,
Charlton stepped up in a big
way becoming the most active
town according to data collected by Keep Massachusetts
Beautiful which hosted a signup to allow residents to commit to keeping their specific
area of town clean.
“They told us that Charlton
had over 60 people, which was
either a family or one individual, respond to that and do the
pledge, sign up and get the free
clean up kit. They said that
was more than any other town
that had joined the pledge,”

BY JASON BLEAU
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Pictured: Marshalls employees Brittani Vescovi and Paul Sullivan.

South Central MA as a perfect
recipient since UWSCM has 22
member agencies that assistant
many children from toddlers
to teens and adult programs
that could benefit from these
donated goods. Mr. Sullivan
and Brittany Vescovi, Assistant
Manager met Mary O’Coin,
Executive Director of UWSCM
with 11 boxes of donated supplies outside of the Marshall’s
in Sturbridge.
Mrs. O’Coin was completely
surprised by the number and
quality of the masks that were
donated.
“The toddlers and young children in the early education centers at the YMCA, WCAC Head
Start and Guild of St. Agnes will
be thrilled to wear the adorable

themed and sparkling masks,”
she said.
Both adult and child masks
were distributed to CASA of
Worcester and the Boys and
Girls Club of Webster-Dudley
for volunteers, teachers and
the children that are in foster care and attending remote
learning centers to wear. Many
masks were distributed to the
Southbridge and WebsterDudley Food Share for clients
picking up from those locations.
More youth masks were delivered to Southbridge Elementary
schools and Webster Park Ave.
Elementary.
Tri-Valley Inc
received adult masks for their
Meals on Wheels drivers and
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Increased stipends
proposed for
elected officials

Marina Daniels

Marshalls donates
goods to United Way

STURBRIDGE — Facemasks
make a difference, and
Marshalls,
located
in
Sturbridge donated more than
2,000 child and adult masks and
hand sanitizer to be distributed
to non-profits that are affiliated to the United Way of South
Central Mass. (UWSCM), along
with local food pantries and elementary schools.
Paul Sullivan, Administrative
Coordinator. At the Sturbridge
Marshalls, contacted the United
Way stating TJX Company
stores, which Marshalls is one,
were removing masks and hand
sanitizer from their shelves
and they would like them to
be donated to local charitable
organizations. Mr. Sullivan
thought of the United Way of

Marquis said. “Charlton had
a great response, and now
we’re trying to gear people
up for cleanup efforts in April
and our Earth Day events for
2021.”
The Recycling Committee
pitched in to help offset any
costs to those who signed up
by supplementing the cost
of the kits. As a result, the
committee donated $500 to
Keep Massachusetts Beautiful
thanks to the overwhelming
response from Charlton citizens.
“This effort by all of these
60-plus individuals helped in
a year when we weren’t able
to do a town-wide event. We’re
really proud of the community for stepping up,” Marquis
said. “We’d like people to join
the effort in April and continue to clean up areas, whether
it’s their own street or any
other area - We wish we could
have an Earth Day festival
this year because we have a
nice one every other year, but
we just can’t do it so we are
doing what we can and hope
to see a lot of people join in
this effort.”
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CHARLTON – Charlton’s
Stipend Advisory Committee
has been hard at work updating the salaries that should
be earmarked for elected officials in the town with the goal
of bringing the compensation
in line with other communities to ensure fair pay to those
who serve their community.
With the acknowledgement
that most elected officials
don’t join town government to
make a living, and that many
don’t even accept their stipend
and instead donate it back to
the town, the goal of the committee is to make sure that
everyone who serves Charlton
is receiving fair compensation, regardless of whether
or not they want to be paid.
Bill Borowski, who represents
the Board of Selectmen on the
committee, updated is fellow
selectmen during a livestream
meeting in late February
where he detailed the goals
and objectives of the committee’s research and why adjustments are being proposed.
“At one point, the stipends
for all the appointed members
were a little bit higher than
what they were, but due to a
variety of different reasons,
they were cut, and in order to
attract or retain candidates,
the idea is that we would reassess what the stipends are.
Clearly, nobody is getting rich
off of this. Many of us either
don’t take the salary or we
donate it back to the town or
a charter organization regardless, but the idea being that
some of the numbers don’t
make sense,” Borowski said,
adding that the algorithm has
been deemed outdated and
that they want to standardize it. “These are not enormous incremental changes.
It’s really more of a matter of
making sure, for example, the
Planning Board would be at
parity with let’s say the Board

of Health. We’re really just
looking to make it fair across
the board.”
Borowski stressed that any
adjustments to the stipends
would not be immediate but
rather incremental. His presentation included a threeyear proposed total impact for
increasing the stipends of different departments and there
were years where there were
no financial impacts projected
at all for some departments.
The proposed total after three
years for all department
included in the presentation
came to a little over $26,151
which was broken down in an
estimated $11,151 in year one
and two more $7,500 increases
in years two and three respectively. The increases were
determined using trends from
both Charlton itself and from
other surrounding towns.
“We took a baseline of what
we, as a town, had budgeted
this past year, reviewed back
to what it was in 2008 and
2009, and also looked at other
towns and then we just kind of
pyramided it,” Borowski said.
“The general assumption is
that the Board of Selectmen,
being the, in a sense, Chief
Executive Board of the town,
would be at the top of that
pyramid, but directly below
that, you’d have the Board of
Assessors, for example, that
have strenuous trainings you
have to go through, and then
underneath that, anyone who
really met on average twice
a month, like the Board of
Health and Planning Board
— things along those lines.
We basically took a number
we thought was fair for the
Board of Selectmen and then
cascaded it down from there.”
Borowski concluded by
stressing a second time that
most people serve their
town because they love the
community and want to be
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